HYDRAULIC DRUM CRUSHER/COMPACTOR - HDC-905-IDC/230V
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STANDARD FEATURES

MODEL NUMBER IS HDC-905-IDC/230V
DRUM CRUSHER AND COMPACTOR STD. 55 GAL. DRUM CAPACITY
POSITIVE DRUM POSITIONING
DRUM HEAD PIERCER TO RELEASE INTERNAL DRUM PRESSURE
6.5 HP, THREE PHASE (PREWIRED FOR 230V)
2-SPEED HYD. GEAR PUMP -- 11 GPM
4" DIA. PISTON CYLINDER W/ 36" OF STROKE -- FULL CYCLE TIME OF 25 SECONDS
(CRUSH AND RETRACT)
HYD. SYSTEM PRESS. RATING: 3000 PSI,
W/ HYD. SYSTEM RELIEF VALVE
38,000 LBS. OF CRUSHING FORCE -- REDUCES STEEL DRUMS TO ONLY 6" HIGH
24V CONTROL CIRCUIT, WITH:
ON/OFF KEY SWITCH;
CYCLE START BUTTON;
CRUSH / COMPACT SELECTOR SWITCH;
TWO PRESSURE SWITCHES -- HIGH PRESSURE FOR CRUSHING,
LOW PRESSURE FOR COMPACTING
MATERIALS INSIDE A DRUM;
DOOR INTERLOCK SWITCH
DURABLE LIQUID PAINT BLUE FINISH

SPECIAL FEATURES

NONE

STANDARD POWER UP:
230 VOLT, 3-PHASE

LOCKING HANDLE

HOOK

FORK LIFT POCKETS FOR PORTABILITY

DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/4"

USABLE INSIDE DIMENSIONS:
25" WIDE,
25" DEEP,
35 3/4" TALL

2 1/8"

32"

36 15/16"

90 15/16"

38 3/16"

90 15/16"

25 3/8"

35 3/4"

DRIP PAN CAPACITY: 1 GALLON

DURABLE LIQUID PAINT BLUE FINISH
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